SOVEREIGN OUTSERT LABELLER

The Sovereign Monarch Outserter Sub-Unit is designed to attach an outsert to either the top or
side of bottles. Each station configured to accept a specially engineered tube capable of
accommodating a full box of outserts. The tubes are pre-loaded with outserts “off” the
machine. A five position storage area is provided on the outside of the outsert guard where full
tubes are stored, awaiting loading onto the rotary magazine. At the moment of loading a
flexible and reusable seal is removed from the outfeed end of the tube, allowing the outsert to
progress from the exit end of the tube. The arrangement of the 10 station vertical rotary
magazine now ensures that the outserts are restrained until they are indexed to the “active”
position. Outsert leaflets progress from the ‘active’ packing tube, down a radial guide and along
a short horizontal track to a gating star-wheel which separates individual outsert leaflets into
radial pockets and conveys them towards the application point. Whilst the outserts are held
within the star-wheel pockets, outsert tape (i.e. 3M “stripstick”) is attached to each outsert.
The action of the outserts being conveyed by the star-wheel causes the outsert tape to be
drawn from the full reel and be adhered to each successive leaflet. The outsert tape is pressed
onto each outsert leaflet by spring steel ‘doctor’ blades. Immediately a firm adhesive bond has
been achieved, the outsert tape backing is drawn away around a peeling blade to minimise
‘stringing’. With the backing removed, the adhesive loaded outserts are conveyed individually
in their respective star-wheel pocket to the application point. The outsert backing tape is
wound up on a motorised spool controlled by an ‘on demand’ spring-loaded dancing arm.
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SOV Outsert Labeller
Outsert capacity (Standard)
15 magazines supplied with machine.
Each magazine (950mm long) accepts
1off (3’ 915mm) box full of Outserts
(qty in box varies with Outsert thickness).
Application head accepts 10 magazine
(5 magazine are loaded with Outserts
off machine)

SPECIFICATION
Outsert Sizes

Max/Min height
Max/Min Width
Max/Min thickness

= 80mm/60mm
= 40mm/25mm
= 12mm/3mm

Speed

Up To 200 Products/min

Strip Stick Capacity

400mm O/D 25mm wide
76mm core Diameter

Electrical Supply

220/230V single phase 6 amps
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